AFRICAN VIEW
TOURS AND SAFARIS
COMPANY PRESENTATION

OUR ADVENTURES BEGIN
WHERE THE BEATEN ROADS END

CAMPING / LODGING
MOBILE SAFARIS
Our contemporary interpretation of the expeditions of
the early explorers, where luxury is defined by the experience of exclusivity and the overwhelming feeling of
being surrounded by kilometers of unexplored bush
teeming with wildlife. The light of a camp fire to provide
you with warmth after sunset, millions of stars for a ceiling and the sounds of wilderness to accompany your
dreams.

One scheduled departure per month.
All other departures are FIT basis

CAMPING / LODGING MOBILE SAFARIS
Our Mobile Safaris start where the conventional roads end. Trust our
professional guides to take you to the best and most secluded wilderness areas and National Parks. Live an unforgettable safari in
close contact with the most pristine African nature, hundreds of kilometers away from civilization as you know it.

Our Safaris are “Non-Participation Tours“: participants will not have
to do any of the tiring duties usually associated to camping, such as
setting up or taking down the tents, cook or clean. Our organization
provides a Bush-Chef / Camp Assistant to enhance the participants’
experiences.

All our Safaris are conducted on custom made 4×4 vehicles that can
host 2 - 9 persons and guarantee excellent visibility to all participants during game-viewing activities. Accommodation during the
Mobile Safaris can be either camping or lodging. You will always be
guided by a locally-based professional guide (English-speaker) and
a local bush-chef to maximise your experience.

Camping is done in large and comfortable dome tents (3x3x2mt)
with stretcher beds and sleeping bags, while lodging is done in comfortable, mid-range, self-contained accommodations. Meals are prepared by our bush chef directly on the camp fire when visiting the
National Parks, while your guides can point out the best eating places when passing through or visiting main cities.
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CULTURAL /
ETHNOGRAPHIC
EXPEDITIONS
The priviledge of being one of the few westerners allowed to participate the last remaining real Southern
African cutlural events. Our Ethnographic expeditions
are a journey through time and culture, guided by very
knowledgeable guides who will make you live Africa
like you have never seen it before.

Kuomboka - Lozi Tribe
Kulamba - Chewa Tribe
Likumbi Lya Mize - Luvale Tribe

CULTURAL / ETHNOGRAPHIC EXPEDITIONS
Our Cultural / Ethnographic expeditions target only the most pure
and genuine Southern African religious and cultural festivals, where
only a very limited number of westerners are allowed. Thanks to our
deep involvement with the local communities and profound knowledge of the local cultures, we are are able to visit some of the masterpieces of a long-time forgotten, rich and amazing culture.
We specifically target three unspoiled different cultural ceremonies,
two of which are patronaged by UNESCO as “Masterpiece of the
Oral and Intangible Heritage of Humanity”: the “Kuomboka” Ceremony of the Lozi Tribe, the “Kulamba” ceremony of the Chewa Tribe
and the “Likumbi Lya Mize” ceremony of the Luvale tribe. Each of

these Expeditions are led by expert guides and combine the beauty
of traditional culture with the visit of at least one amazing National
Park.
You will not only be able to assist the ceremony from a vantage position, but in most cases you will be able to experince them in the
most fulfiling way, thanks to the assistance of the historians of the local tribes who will explain the meaning and significance of the rituals, masks, and dances you will see.
Only very few westerners have been able to witness such pure ceremonies: be one of this élite.
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MOTORCYCLE
SAFARIS
Adventure, Freedom and Excitement taken to the next
level. African View Tours and Safaris is the only operator in the region organising fully guided and supported
Motorcycle safaris in Zambia and Botswana with its
own fleet of state-of-the-art Adventure Bikes, dedicated
to the purist bikers and aventure seekers. Different itineraries for different levels of expertise and comfort, but
always providing adventure in its purest form.

Zambia: Along the Zambezi
Zambia: Kafue Adventure
Botswana: Comfort & Adventure

MOTORCYCLE SAFARIS
Our amazing motorcycle safaris in Zambia and Botswana will take
you to areas still barely touched by international tourism for an authentic African experience. These safaris combine the joy of a motorcycle tour and the emotions of game viewing in Zambian and
Botswana National parks.
All groups are guided by a motorcycle-riding professional guide and
can count on a 4×4 support vehicle that will offer assistance, carry
all luggage and camping gears, as well as motorcycle passengers
who might decide to “take it easy” for a day or two. No involvement
is required by participants during camping days, as our Chef and
Camp assistant will take care of all the logistics for you.

Camping is done in comfortable dome tents: (3x3x2mt) with
stretcher beds and sleeping bags, while Lodging is in comfortable,
mid-range, self-contained accommodations. Meals are prepared by
our bush chef directly on the camp fire when visiting the National
Parks, while your guides can point out the best eating places when
passing through or visiting main cities.
The motorcycles used for these Safaris are our own reliable Honda
Transalp 600cc (called “The Big 5”) completely refurbished and properly equipped for on- and off-road stretches.
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SAFARI PACKAGES
If your dream is to enjoy the purest African bush but
want to avoid long transfers through rough terrains, this
type of journey offers adventurous travellers an original
safari experience, complete with pristine wildlife interactions, crisp linen on comfortable beds and en-suite
bathrooms with all comforts but without giving out on
the wilderness experience… and a gin tonic at sundown.

SAFARI PACKAGES
If you like to travel with style, why chosing a pre-made safari package that is offered “as-is”, standard for all other travellers?
Thanks to our established network of suppliers, developed in almost
10 years of activity on site, we are able to offer our clients a great variety of choices for experiencing the best of Zambian wildlife and National parks hand-picking each lodge and location to tailor a safari experience unique to each traveller’s desires.
Our Safari Packages are all-inclusive packages including all internal
flights and/or short road transfers, all lodging accommodations and
game viewing and cultural activities.

From the moment you land to the moment you leave nothing is left to
chance: our organisation will ensure that everything will go smoothly
and that your experiecnce will meet your personal preferences.
Our dedicated team will be in touch during the period before your arrival to understand your preferences and unique tastes and make sure
that they perfectly met during the preparation of your itinerary. During
your stay we will work in the background to ensure your maximum satisfaction without inconveniences, and after you return home you will
be followed up to ascertain your satisfaction.
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VICTORIA FALLS
The Victoria Falls are one of the 7 wonders of the
world: this is why we chose them as our base of operations. If you plan to visit the Victoria Falls, either as part
of one of our Safaris, or as an extension to a Safari conducted in a different Country, don’t hesitate to contact
us, the real Victoria Falls experts, to ensure you experience this destination in the best possible way.

Guided tour of the Victoria Falls
Rhino Game Drives
Accommodation and Transfers

VICTORIA FALLS
Many people don’t know this, but Livingstone is called “The Adventure Capital of Africa”, and for a good reason.
Apart from visiting the Victoria Falls, there are so many other incredible activities that can be done in Livingstone and only an expert resident Company can provide you with all the best experiences you can
live in the area.
To ensure you get the best out of your stay, we can help you plan
your accomodation and transfers; our resident guides can help you
discover the hidden gems of Livingstone with a vibrant cultural tour of
the city, the local markets and the surrounding villages, they can en-

rich your safari experience with an outstanding Rhino Game Drive,
where you will have the oppotunity to get off the safari vehicle and
walk within feet from the majestic white rhinos populating the park
and they can give you an in-depth, hystorical visit of the world-famous Victoria Falls.
Moreover, our expert consultans can help you decide among hundreds of other activities available in the area, including helicopter and
microlight flights over the falls, white water rafting, excursions to Livingstone Island and the Devil’s Pool, bunji jumping, horseback riding safaris and many more.
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SELF DRIVE PACKAGES
If you are an experienced adventure traveller and you
prefer to self-drive through Zambia, we offer you assistance in finding the right vehicle to suite your needs,
preparing an itinerary based on the latest information
about operational filling stations, distances and road
conditions, and assisting you with making the necessary bookings for lodges and campsites. Zambia can be
a difficult country for self-drivers: with our assistance
we can make it easier for you.

For more information:

•
•
•
•

Web: www.africanview.it
Email: info@africanview.it
Skype: African_View
Whatsapp: +260979374953

Uncharted Adventures

